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in the presence of the four common ribonucleoside
triphosphates, the enzyme incorporated
sively12.
At this pH, however, in the presence of the four
3
deoxyribonucleoside
triphosphates, no
H-G1V1P extention
3 was demonstrable (Table 4). Furthermore, replacement
of even
a single ribonucleotide by its homologous
11-TMP
incorporadeoxyribonucleotide led to no detectable synthesis (my
unpublished observation). At pH 8•3, the optimum for
the R-MIN DNA polymerase, the VSV polymerase catalysed much less ribonucleotide incorporation and no
significant deoxyribonucleotide incorporation could be
detected.
Table3. EFFECT OF RIBONUCLEASEON THEDNAPOLYMERASEACTIVITY
OERAUSCHERMOUSELEUKAEMIAVIRUS
pmoles
5 incorporation
2-50
11TMP 2-20
0-69
0-31
0'08
3-69
052
3-67
3-97

Conditions
No preineubation
Preincubated with
Preincubated with
Preincubated with
Preincubated with
Preineubated with
Preineuba ted with
Preincubated with
Preincubated with

no addition
20 pg/ini. ribonuclease
50 pgimi. ribonuclease
200 pgtml. ribonuclease
no addition
50 Pg/mi. ribonuclease
50 pg/ml. lysozyme
50 pg/mi. cytochrome
e
In experiment 1, for the preincubation,
15 yg of viral protein in 5 pl. of
solution was added to 45 pl. of water at 4 C containing the indicated amounts
of enzyme. After incubation for 30 min at 22' C, the samples were chilled
and 50 Ad. of a 2-fold concentrated standard reaction mixture was added. The
samples were then incubated at 37' C for 45 min and acid-insoluble radioactivity was measured. In experiment 2, the same procedure was followed,
except that the preincubation was for 20 min at 22' C and the 37' C incubation was for 60 mill.

Table4. COMPARISON OF NUCLEOTIDE INCORPORATION BY VESICULAR
STOMATITIS VIRUS AND RM.
Incorporation in 45 min (mimics)
Precursor
pH Vesicular Mouse
SCHER
MOUSE LEUKAEMIA.
stoinatitis virus leukaemia virus
'H-TTP VIRUS
8-3
<0-01
23
N.D.
0'06
N.D.
0-08
'11-GTP
0-43
< 003
3
<0
.
When 'H-TTP was the precursor, standard reaction conditions were used
7
03
(see Table 1). When '11-GTP was the precursor, the reaction
mixture
contained, in 01 mi., 5 pmoles Tris-HCI (pH as indicated), 0-6 pmoles magnesium acetate, 0-3 pmoles mercaptoethanol, 9 pmoles Nael, 0-08 pmole each
of ATP, CTP, UT?; and 0-001 prnole
VSV
assays included 0-1 per cent 'Triton N-101' (ref. 12) and 2-5 yg of vi-al
5
protein. The R-MIX assays contained 15 lig of viral protein.
11-GTP (1,040 c.p.m. per pmole). All
'H-TTP (omit dATP)

8'3
8-3
8-3
7-3

The R-MIN polymerase incorporated only deoxyribonucleotides. At pH 8- 3,
demonstrable
but replacement of dATP by ATP com3
pletely
prevented
synthesis (Table 4). Furthermore, no
1I-TMP incorporation
significant incorporation of
was
readily
the
3 presence of the four ribonueleotides. At pH 7-3, the
R-MIN
wasinalso inactive with ribonucleotides.
H-GMPpolymerase
could be found
The polymerase in the R-MLV virions is therefore highly
specific for deoxyribonucleotides.

genetically specific DNA synthesis is an early event in the
replication cycle of the RNA tumour viruses and that
DNA is the template for viral RNA synthesis. Whether
the viral DNA ("provirus")
genome
or remains
as a free template for RNA synthesis
2 is integrated
into the
will
require further study. It will also be necessary to
host
determine whether the host DNA-dependent RNA polymerase or a virus-specific enzyme catalyses the synthesis
of viral RNA from the DNA.
Table5.PROPERTIESOFTHEROUSSARCOMAVIRUSDNAPOLYMERASE
pmoles
Reaction system incorporated in 120 min5
Complete 2'06
H-TM?
Without magnesium acetate 0-12
Without dATP 0-19
A preparation of the Prague strain (sub-group C) of EARIS sarcoma virus"
having a titre of 5 x 10
Vogt.
The
virus was
7 focus
forming
unitspurified from tissue culture fluid by differential centrifugation. Before use the preparation was centrifuged and the pellet dissolved
per1/10
ml. of
was
in
theprovided
initial volume as described for the 11-111LV preparation. For
each
by Drassay
Peter 15 pl. of the concentrated Rous sarcoma virus preparation was
assayed in a standard reaction mixture by incubation for 2 h. An unincubated control sample had radioactivity corresponding to 0-14 pmole which
was subtracted from the experimental values.
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DNA Polymerase in Rous Sarcoma Virus
A preparation of the Prague strain of Rous sarcoma virus
was assayed for DNA polymerase activity (Table 5).
Incorporation of radioactivity from
strable
and the activity was severely reduced by omission
3
of
either
Me demonH-TTP was
dependent
- or dATP DNA polymerase is therefore probably a constituent of all RNA tumour viruses.
from the
These experiments indicate that the virions of Rauscher
reactionleukaemia virus and Rous sarcoma virus contain a
mouse
mixture.
DNA
polymerase. The inhibition of its activity by ribonuclease
suggests that the enzyme is an RNA-dependent
RNADNA polymerase. It seems probable that all RNA tumour
viruses have such an activity. The existence of this
enzyme strongly supports the earlier suggestions'
' that

RNA-dependent DNA Polymerase in
Virions of Rous Sarcoma Virus
INFECTION of sensitive cells by RNA sarcoma viruses
requires the synthesis of new DNA different from that
synthesized in the S-phase of the cell cycle (refs. 1, 2 and
unpublished results of D. Boettiger and H. M. T.);
production of RNA tumour viruses is sensitive to actincmyein D
viruses
have new DNA which hybridizes with viral
3,4
RNA
; and
DNA
5,6 provirus hypothesis replication of RNA tumour
cells
viruses
takes place through a DNA intermediate, not
.
transfor
Thes
med by
e are
RNA
the
tumour
basi

